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Abstract

In today’s rapidly advancing software industry, we experience exciting technological growth
every year in an extensive range of fields such as innovative AI-powered development, cloud
and edge computing, machine learning, progressive and lightweight web and mobile applica-
tions etc. However, it is not quite relevant to the Software Testing industry. Most companies
still rely on the outdated manual testing process despite the availability of Automation test-
ing procedures. It may work for small teams testing the software using a limited number
of test cases. Although, with the increase in team size and the number of test cases over
time, the cost, effort and time needed to manually validate and review the test cases increase
tenfold. It often leads to recurrent and unclear test cases in the test suite, delivered by dif-
ferent employees who often work across teams. These test cases are represented in Natural
Language. Also, the redundant test cases can impact the manual testing process by testing
the same feature multiple times and can reduce the possibility of writing multiple methods
to test the same feature when automating tests in the future. Hence, in this project, we pro-
pose to address the problem of similar test cases using an unsupervised learning approach.
Additionally, after removing redundancy in the test suite, we intend to identify key features
in the software to be tested based on the description of the test cases in the suite, and group
multiple test cases into a software feature. This feature can be directly assigned to a Quality
Assurance engineer for testing.

Related Work

In this section, we discuss prior work that applies Natural Language Processing techniques
to Software Testing. Viggiato et al. [29] use an unsupervised approach to identify similar test
cases using a combination of text embedding, text similarity and clustering techniques. The
approach supports the creation and maintenance of a high-quality, more consistent and more
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standardized test suite. The automated framework as used in the paper provides feedback to
improve the test cases designed to test the Prodigy math game which is an online web-based
educational math game with millions of users around the world. Embedding techniques such
as Word2Vec, BERT, Sentence-BERT, Universal Sentence Encoder and TF-IDF have been
used. The two similarity metrics used in this paper are Word Mover’s Distance and cosine
similarity. Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering and K-Means are used for evaluation. Fol-
lowing a modular approach, they start with test case pre-processing wherein they split the
test cases into test steps, followed by test step clustering which involves computation of text
embedding and applying clustering techniques to cluster test steps. The last stage involves
grouping similar test cases by identifying test step clusters belonging to each test case. The
approach upon evaluation achieved an F-score of 86.13% in the best case.

Pass et al. [30] proposed an automated framework which provides feedback on improving
a newly added manual test case based on recommendations. The framework is used after a
new test case is specified so that feedback can be provided to improve the test case descrip-
tion. The project is divided into 3 main components namely (1) Data preparation component
in which existing test cases are pre-processed to generate new test cases. (2) Analysis Compo-
nent wherein recommendations are provided such as improving the terminologies to a newly
added test case based on the existing test cases via language modelling, through Frequent
itemset and Association Rule mining, recommendations are given on potentially missing test
cases and recommendations of similar test cases are given through Word Mover’s Distance
and Cosine Similarity. (3) Report Generation Component has the purpose to aggregate the
outputs of each used analysis module and presenting results to QA engineers for testing.
Word2Vec is used for embedding, Word Mover’s Distance for computing between test step
embeddings and K-means algorithm for clustering. An F-score of approximately 83% was in
the best case.

Li et al. [18] automated test automation on WeChat, which is a large industrial mobile
application. The key insight highlighted in the paper is that semantically similar test steps
can be implemented by the same test API method. The dataset used has a simple grammat-
ical structure, with synonyms being frequent. The authors have devised a new tool called
Clustep which receives test cases and in turn generates step clusters. These step clusters gen-
erate the test API methods through which an executable test script is generated. They tend
to achieve high clustering accuracy, with a lesser number of clusters and editable clustering
results so that wrong clusters can be fixed easily. Starting with preprocessing, they perform
word embedding training, followed by distance measurement and clustering and finally post
refining the k-means clustering results. The proposed approach has a few drawbacks such
as inappropriate handling of the main executor, bad word embedding for a few words, and
ignorance of the difference between a few important words.
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Goals and Objectives

Understanding if we can effectively identify similar test steps automatically allows us to
reduce redundancy as much as possible and group similar test cases together for a more
innovative approach. Also, a method will be utilized to find test cases that are related
based just on their natural language descriptions. Since neither labelled data nor human
supervision is required, we emphasize that the method is unsupervised. More specifically, to
put the finishing touches on a technique for finding related test cases with natural language
specifications, we will use text embedding, text similarity, and clustering approaches to group
related results that make up test cases, and then we evaluate test cases based on how similar
they are to one another in terms of the steps that are in the same cluster. We hope to aid
developers and the quality assurance team by enhancing the effectiveness and productivity
of testing by removing similar test cases that were previously a part of the test suite. Finally,
as redundant test cases can affect manual testing by testing the same feature more than once,
and as they can reduce the possibility of writing multiple methods to test the same feature
when automating tests in the future, our method should significantly increase productivity
and decrease downstream manual work in a context with large industry.

Figure 1: Flowchart depicting the key aspects of the project

Literature Review

Review of Test Automation and Prioritization

Thummalapenta et al. [27] propose an approach to infer a sequence of action-target-data
tuples from manually written test cases in Natural Language. Each tuple consists of an
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action, a target user interface and a data value. A manual test case is converted into a non-
deterministic program that encodes all alternative interpretations of the test steps. However,
the paper fails to detect similarities between test steps and generates DOM UI test cases
only for web applications and not for generalized test steps. By categorizing test artifacts
into test entities and test morphisms, it combines test techniques to produce test sets that
sufficiently cover mutant test situations, Zhu et al. [33] automation presents an automated
tool for metamorphic testing. The authors describe a sentence generator powered by NLP
that may be utilized by well-known automated testing tools and frameworks like Selenium
as test input for conversational AI bots.

Ranking test cases is critical when test execution is time-consuming because the goal is to
find the error as quickly as possible. The current case prioritizing system bases its decisions
on code coverage and necessitates access to the source code for black box manual testing.
The difficulty in Test-Case prioritization is that they are written in everyday language [10].
Black-box meta-data, test case history, and descriptions of the test cases in natural language
are used for prioritization. SVM ranking is used to assess the quality of two subject systems.
A binary linear classifier that assigns new instances to one category or the other is created
by the SVM training method. Utilizing the APFD metric, the technique is evaluated on the
test systems for early failure identification [15]. The effectiveness of prioritization strategies
is improved by the requirements-based grouping methodology. Lines of code settled square
depth, and cyclomatic complexity is measures of program complexity that are the main
factors to determine the priority [14].

Review of Word Embedding techniques

The word2vec algorithm by Mikolov et al. is used for computing continuous vector represen-
tations of words from very large data sets and demonstrates that the algorithm performs well
in word similarity tests. In this technique, billions of words are learned from large data sets,
each of which contains millions of words. The output is a vector representation with multiple
degrees of similarity [20]. As part of research entitled ’Word Embeddings for the Software
Engineering Domain,’ a word2vec model was trained on textual data from Stack Overflow
posts to capture semantic information targeting information retrieval tasks in software engi-
neering aiming to develop a general-purpose lexical model to represent software engineering
knowledge. As a result, discussion topics, duplicate questions and semantically linked ques-
tions can be identified, code snippet usability and social aspects can be assessed [7].

BERT uses a multi-layer bidirectional Transformer encoder as its model architecture. Larger
BERT models lead to strict accuracy improvements when trained with different numbers of
layers, hidden units, and attention heads. A larger model size will result in continued im-
provements on large-scale tasks, as well as large improvements on very small-scale tasks
provided that the model is sufficiently pre-trained [6]. One research application is ’BERT-
Based Sentiment Analysis: A Software Engineering Perspective’, which uses BERT-based
models to analyze sentences from GitHub comments, Jira comments, and Stack Overflow
posts to improve software engineering tools. The study proposes a robust method of classi-
fying SE-specific datasets [3].
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Another word embedding technique is TF-IDF which computes the importance of a word
to a document by combining the word frequency in the document and the word frequency
across all other documents. Numeric vectors for each document are built using the word im-
portance values. Zero is assigned to the words that are not present in the document. TF-IDF
gives importance to uncommon words rather than treating all words as equal in the case of a
binary bag of words model. In this case, [13], test steps are considered as documents. Albitar
et al. [2] propose a new measure called SemTFIDF for finding semantic similarity between
concepts representing the compared text documents pair-to-pair. Semantics is involved in
Supervised Text classification involved during indexing, training and prediction. The au-
thors also conclude that semantic similarities are more adequate than classical similarities
like Cosine similarities in comparing texts.

Review of Sentence Embedding techniques

Le et al. [16] presented doc2vec as a simple extension to word2vec to embed word sequences
in a document. The doc2vec is a method for learning fixed-length feature representations
from variable-length text pieces, including sentences, paragraphs, and documents. In this
model, word vectors are trained to predict words in paragraphs. Word vectors are shared
among paragraphs, but paragraph vectors are unique [1]. An application of doc2vec is ‘Bug
Prediction Using Source Code Embedding’ where the source code is represented by traversing
the abstract syntax tree, then multiple doc2Vec models are trained using different parame-
ters. The trained models are used to generate fixed-length vectors derived from the source
code. For bug prediction, the sequences generated from tokens are treated as documents,
and a fixed-size vector is assigned to each class.

BERT has achieved state-of-the-art performance on supervised tasks such as semantic textual
similarity. However, because of its construction, it is unsuitable for unsupervised tasks such
as clustering. Sentence-BERT (SBERT) is a modification of the BERT network. SBERT
searches for semantically similar sentences and clusters them using a siamese network archi-
tecture and similarity measures. As a result, SBERT can be used for both semantic similarity
searches and clustering. Lastly, SBERT is computationally efficient and is suitable for mod-
eling tasks that are computationally infeasible with BERT [24]. The paper ‘An Unsupervised
Sentence Embedding Method by mutual Information Maximization’ uses an unsupervised
sentence embedding model with a light-weight feature extractor on top of BERT for sen-
tence encoding and trains it with the objective that maximizes the mutual information (MI)
between the global sentence embedding and all its local contexts embeddings [32].

Universal Sentence Encoder proposed by Cer et al. [4] is used for NLP tasks by encod-
ing sentences into embedding vectors. The model maps sentences to a fixed-length vector
representation which encodes the meaning of the sentences. Naive techniques to get sentence
embeddings have challenges which involve loss of information and no proper ordering. The
Universal sentence encoder summarizes any given sentence into a 512-dimensional sentence
embedding. Upon multiple iterations, it captures the most informative features and discards
noise. In the first step, the sentences are tokenized using the Penn Treebank (PTB) tok-
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enizer. Two architectures for the encoder have been proposed based on the differences in
accuracy and inference speed.

The first variant is a transformer encoder [28] which consists of 6 stacked transformer layers,
with each layer having a self-attention module followed by a feed-forward network. Word
order is taken into consideration for each word representation and a 512-dimensional vector
is generated as output sentence embedding. A drawback of this architecture is high memory
usage due to complex architecture. The second variant is based on Deep Averaging Network
(DAN) [12] proposed by Iyyer et al. The embeddings for word and bi-grams are passed
through a 4-layer feed-forward deep DNN and a 512-dimensional sentence embedding is gen-
erated as the output. The embeddings for the same are learned during training. Compared
to [28] it has a slightly reduced accuracy but the inference time is efficient and compute time
is of linear complexity.

Review of Similarity Techniques

Text similarity measures are used in information retrieval, text classification, document
clustering, topic detection, tracking, question generation, answering, essay scoring, short
answer scoring, machine translation, text summarization and others [9]. Fry et al. use
a metric that multiplies the frequencies of terms in two documents by the idf weight of
those terms. The aggregate sum over all words’ values then serves as the similarity measure
for those two documents [8]. Additional three different approaches to text similarities are
String-based, Corpus-based and Knowledge-based similarities. String similarity operates
on string sequences and character composition. Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) uses a
mathematical technique called singular value decomposition (SVD) to reduce the number of
columns while preserving the similarity structure among rows. Knowledge-Based Similarity
is based on information derived from semantic networks [9]. Another Text-Similarity method
is Distance Weighted Cosine Similarity Measure. Cosine is calculated as a dot-product of
two normalized vectors and is overly biased by the features of higher values [17].

Review of Clustering techniques

Walting et al. [31] propose a test case synthesis method wherein after removing redundant
test steps, all test steps are arranged into a new set of test cases. A path-finding algorithm is
used to find an optimized test step execution for each test case. Along with logic operators,
the natural language descriptions of test cases are converted into a representation form of pa-
rameters. However, all test steps are supposed to have a formal description of precondition,
action and postcondition. Chetouane et al. [5] focus on test suite minimization, i.e finding
a subset of redundant test cases from the actual test suite. An approach using K-means
clustering along with binary search is proposed. Binary search is used for looking for the
exact number of clusters that allows the test suite to not deviate from the mutation score
obtained in the initial test suite. However, a potential drawback is that this approach must
have source codes of the test cases. Pei et al. [21] use a technique called Dynamic Random
Testing (DRT) strategy which guides the test case selection by using testing results and in
turn enhances the fault detection effectiveness. The vectorized test cases are further clas-
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sified into subdomains through clustering methods. Clustering techniques such as K-means
clustering, hierarchical clustering and K-medoids were used. The distance matrix is then
calculated which identifies the similarities based on the classification results. The evaluation
was done using Java programs and it was concluded that fault detection effectiveness was
achieved with a low computational cost.

Using the deterministic annealing (DA) approach to clustering, this paper discusses an op-
timization problem in clustering. DA aims at finding the global minimum of an energy
function, instead of getting greedily attracted to a nearby local minimum. It is a useful ap-
proach to clustering and related optimization problems that are derived from fundamental
principles and are completely independent of the initial configuration used [26].To determine
centroid distributions, two connected problems are solved: identifying appropriate forms
for cluster membership and centroid distributions and maximizing the degree of a good fit
between clusters and clusters. A two-stage iterative process, similar to the EM method, is
used to determine the membership probabilities by maximizing the relative entropy between
the centroid distributions of objects and clusters. In the presence of a critical value, the
original cluster splits into two new clusters. We then search for the lowest free energy (local)
minimum for a single leaf cluster split. The procedure is then repeated until the desired
number of clusters is achieved [22].

This paragraph highlights document clustering techniques using an unsupervised approach
based on language modeling and wordnet-based similarity measures. Agglomerative Clus-
tering algorithm to determine the set of flat clusters for each different threshold defined by
the joining points for the polish language dataset [19]. Different types of clustering methods
can also be categorized between hierarchical and partitioning methods. Hierarchical algo-
rithms cannot scale well and have huge I/O costs. Partitioning methods move instances
between clusters, typically by iterative optimization. To achieve global optimality, an ex-
haustive enumeration process of all possible partitions is required. As here an application
of the K-means algorithm is that it partitions the data into K clusters, represented by their
centers or means. Khan et al. [25] found that K -means was the most efficient method in
terms of execution time and that GA obtained the best solution faster than TS and SA.
There are several methods to improve the performance of k-means. In order to improve the
probability of a small cluster getting a seed in k-means initializing, we extend the value of k.
In the Hierarchical K-means clustering algorithm, we use the random initialization method
to choose k starting centers, assign points into k clusters, get feature values of mean for each
cluster, perform hierarchical clustering along with k-means adjusting iteration, and perform
top-n nearest clusters merging [23]. Finally the important five measures for text document
clustering: are Euclidean distance, cosine similarity, Jaccard coefficient, Pearson correlation
coefficient and averaged Kullback-Leibler divergence. The averaged Kullback-Leibler diver-
gence showed the highest effectiveness in clustering text. The study found that except for
the Euclidean distance measure, the other measures have comparable effectiveness for the
partitional text document clustering task [11].
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Dataset

Li et al. [18] studied natural language test cases of a large industrial app (WeChat). Viggiato
et al.[29] studied natural language test cases of Prodigy Game which is an educational math
game company. Their dataset consisted of 3,233 test cases since the company provided the
data.Since we did not have a publicly available dataset related to software testing cases
we decided to create our own dataset based on which we could test whether our method
works or not. We decided to manually write our own test cases along with test steps based
on different software testing parameters. Based on our research we tried to incorporate
different test cases related to databases, OTP Validation, Profile Creation, Injection Attacks
and many more and finally created 127 test cases and 369 test cases. To test our methodology
we duplicated certain test cases by changing the tense of the sentence, adding similar words
to those test steps to check whether the embedding techniques perform well or not, however
kept the interpretation the same so that we could check whether we are able to remove the
redundant test cases or not.

Type Key Case Name Step ID Steps

OTP Validation TC1
Check if User is able to edit the
mobile number

1 Enter the phone number

OTP Validation TC1
Check if User is able to edit the
mobile number

2 Send OTP

OTP Validation TC1
Check if User is able to edit the
mobile number

3 Click edit button

OTP Validation TC2 Verify if ten digit number is accepted 1 Enter ten digit phone number
OTP Validation TC2 Verify if ten digit number is accepted 2 Send OTP button should become active

OTP Validation TC3
Verify if OTP is received on user
number

1 Enter the phone number

OTP Validation TC3
Verify if OTP is received on user
number

2 Send OTP

OTP Validation TC3
Verify if OTP is received on user
number

3 Check inbox of the mobile phone

Table 1: Sample of the dataset

Implementation

Test-case similarity using Clustering

The data obtained as the input [Refer: Table 1] contains multiple columns which include
Type which corresponds to a feature in which this test case exists, the Key, which is a unique
identifier for each test case, the Case Name, which refers to the title of the test-case. Now,
a test case involves multiple steps, so the Step ID column refers to the identifier for each of
the test steps in a test case. Lastly, column Steps refers to a description for verifying the
test case written in natural language. We perform pre-processing on this data to generate
a result as shown in Figure-3. In order to achieve this, the following steps are performed
for the columns Case Name and Steps. Initially, we get the number of unique words in the
data set for both columns followed by the frequency for each word in order to find the words
which have the highest and lowest frequencies. Next data cleaning is performed where we
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Figure 2: Block diagram explaining the steps involved in clustering similar test cases

initially clean the URLs, paths, HTML tags, and punctuation, and remove extra spaces and
stop-words. It is followed by converting the strings into lowercase followed by removing digits
and words which have digits. Lastly, we tokenize, lemmatized and remove words which are
repeated more than a certain number of times.

Figure 3: Tuple after preprocessing

The next step involves performing training on a pre-trained Word2Vec model using [7]
having a dimensionality of 200, a context of 2, a downsampling of 0.001 and using Continious-
Bag-of-Words (CBOW). The pre-trained model is then updated using the new vocabulary
from our training corpus. Next, we build tuples as shown in Figure-2 with the (Step ID,
Step) which is used to retrieve the step ID in the end after the clustering and get only test
steps for clustering. The second step involves creating and initializing a distance matrix with
zeros and assigning the number of test steps to rows and columns. Then, we compute the
distances between the test-step rows and columns using the Word-Movers Distance and save
the distance matrix as shown in Figure-4. The average word vector of a test step is then
calculated.

Figure 4: Similarity matrix using word mover’s distance
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Lastly, we perform K-means clustering on the distance matrix obtained from the previous
step where we calculate the average sentence vector between the selected sentences. As a
result, we obtain the file which shows the clusters with similar test steps. This is then
provided as input for the ensembling approach.

Ensembling approach and computing similarity

Since we performed different embedding techniques we tend to obtain different clusters of
test steps. To get better clarity for certain tasks such as classification and clustering we use
an ensemble approach that uses majority voting similar to [29]. The clusters are generated
by getting the set of all test steps in the data. We then perform an iteration through each
of the test steps and perform a pairwise comparison with other test steps. The majority
voting technique also assigns a threshold value and it is decided whether the particular test
step belongs to the same cluster or to a different cluster. After this, we have the test steps
that belong to the same cluster. After the ensemble approach, we try different techniques to
identify similar test cases. The first technique that we tried uses Simple Overlap to compute
groups of similar test cases. We use the identifiers of test step clusters to represent test
cases. A simple overlap metric is used to determine the pairwise similarity, which indicates
the proportion of overlap that test cases have. We also vary the threshold value to find
out the optimal similarity threshold. The second technique that we tried uses a binary
representation of test cases, wherein we generate a binary vector for each test case. A binary
matrix is created where the row corresponds to the test case and the column corresponds to
the test step. We finally compute the pairwise similarity of the test cases using the Jaccard
index. If the Jaccard index is greater than a certain threshold value then we identify the
corresponding test cases to be similar. Finally, the third technique used was representing
the test steps as a numeric vector and the numeric vector corresponds to the number of test
steps that the test case has in each cluster. Cosine similarity between the test steps was then
computed between the test steps to identify whether they are similar or not. The weighted
sum between the similarity score obtained with test step clusters is used to compute the final
similarity score for test cases.

Figure 5: Output generated after computing the similarity

The test cases are then clustered based on the similarity score. Test cases that are similar
or have similar test steps are assigned the same similarity score as shown in Figure 5. After
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computing the similarity, we then remove the redundant test steps and test cases based on
the test steps which we computed using the ensemble approach. Finally, we remove the
redundant test cases and test steps from the input file and generate a new output file with
all the non-redundant test cases and test steps.

Results

Based on the different embedding and clustering techniques that we used, we were able to
achieve considerable results and functionalities wherein we were able to identify similar test
steps, identify similar test cases and remove the redundant test cases and steps as well. For
the 127 test cases we had in the input file, we duplicated 5 of the test cases in a different
manner and were able to successfully remove those redundant 5 test cases from the output
file. Although the size of the input file is small and the number of test cases were less as
well , we believe there might be certain edge cases where our implementation might not be
able to remove all the redundant test cases. Based on the different word embedding and
sentence embedding techniques that we adapted we are also trying different techniques such
as fasttext and infersent and study the similarity metrics so that we are able to use them
for our purpose as well.

Type Key Case Name Step ID Steps

Profile creation Validation TC17 Verify if it allows to Click on ”Next” 1 Leave any of the parameter fields empty

Profile creation Validation TC17 Verify if it allows to Click on ”Next” 2 Check for the appropriate error message from frontend

Profile creation Validation TC18 Verify if ”Go back” is working 1 Press back button from Step two screen

Profile creation Validation TC18 Verify if ”Go back” is working 2 Should return back to Step one Screen

Profile creation Validation TC19 Verify if data is retained after user presses ”Go Back” 1 Press back button from Step two screen

Profile creation Validation TC19 Verify if data is retained after user presses ”Go Back” 2 All user input data should be retained

Profile creation Validation TC20 Verify if data is retained after user presses ”Go Back” 1 Leave any of the parameter fields empty

Profile creation Validation TC20 Verify if data is retained after user presses ”Go Back” 2 Check for the appropriate error message from frontend

Table 2: A sample of the input file having redundant test steps

To be able to understand the removal of redundant test cases, an example has been shown.
In Table 2 we have a common test type which is Profile creation Validation along with 4
different test cases and their corresponding test steps. Although TC19 and TC20 have the
exact same test case description, they are not similar because they have different test steps
and hence the purpose of those test cases becomes completely different. However TC17 and
TC20 have the same test steps and functionality as highlighted despite having different test
case descriptions. Table 3 shows the sample from the output file wherein TC20 along with
other redundant test cases has been removed and the test team finally gets a new output
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file with all the new test cases and test steps without any redundancy which will save a lot
of time and resources.

Type Key Case Name Step ID Steps

Profile creation Validation TC17 Verify if it allows to Click on ”Next” 1 Leave any of the parameter fields empty

Profile creation Validation TC17 Verify if it allows to Click on ”Next” 2 Check for the appropriate error message from frontend

Profile creation Validation TC18 Verify if ”Go back” is working 1 Press back button from Step two screen

Profile creation Validation TC18 Verify if ”Go back” is working 2 Should return back to Step one Screen

Profile creation Validation TC19 Verify if data is retained after user presses ”Go Back” 1 Press back button from Step two screen

Profile creation Validation TC19 Verify if data is retained after user presses ”Go Back” 2 All user input data should be retained

Table 3: Output sample file generated after removing redundant test steps

Future Scope

The main intention for the future of this project is to overcome limitations that were faced
during the process; some of which are identified and mentioned below.
1. Increase size of the dataset: One way to increase the size of our dataset is to collect
more data through various methods. Here are a few ideas:

• Web scraping: we can use tools like Beautiful Soup or Selenium to scrape data from
websites and add it to our dataset.

• Surveys and experiments: we can conduct surveys or experiments to collect data from
participants.

• Crowdsourcing: we can use platforms like Amazon Mechanical Turk to gather data
from a large number of people.

• Public datasets: There are many public datasets available online that we can use to
supplement our own data. Some examples include the UCI Machine Learning Reposi-
tory, Kaggle datasets, and data from government agencies.

It’s important to keep in mind that the quality of the data is also important, not just
the quantity. Make sure to validate the data and ensure it is accurate and relevant to
our research or project.

2. Try similarity metrics on fasttext and infersent: Using FastText for unsupervised
learning we got incorrect similarity outputs as we carried out training the data with more
datasets.As with fairly small size of dataset the quality cannot be ensured. Furthermore,
having issues with the model after multiple trials we found it worth considering different
model. Different approaches to text classification and similarity, and it may be that a dif-
ferent approach is more suitable for our specific problem. We were unable to use Infersent
due to computing limitations, there may be other NLP models or approaches that we can
use that are more suitable for our specific needs and resources. For example, we may be
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able to use a smaller or less resource-intensive model, or we could try using pre-trained word
embeddings instead of a full NLP model.

3.Explore more different clustering techniques such as Gaussian mixture model:
A probabilistic model called a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) posits that the underlying
data was produced by combining a limited number of Gaussian distributions with unknow-
able parameters. Because it uses a soft clustering method, each data point is given a chance
of becoming a member of each cluster rather than being categorically allocated to one. GMM
has the ability to model more complex distributions than k-means, which presumes that the
clusters are spherical and of equal size, is one advantage of GMMs. Clusters with varying
sizes and forms can also be handled by GMMs. GMMs can, however, be sensitive to how
the parameters are initialised, and selecting the right number of mixing components can be
difficult.

4. Try and achieve a better F score once we have a proper dataset: To improve
the F-score of a model, we can try the following strategies:

• Collect more and high-quality data: The model may be better able to generalise and
generate more precise predictions with additional data. Similar to this, having high-
quality data—data that is accurate and representative of the target population—can
also enhance the performance of the model.

• Fine-tune the model’s hyperparameters: Different hyperparameters control the be-
haviour of various models. The model’s performance can be enhanced by tuning these
hyperparameters. we can change the maximum depth of the tree, the minimum num-
ber of samples needed to divide a node, and other parameters in a decision tree model,
for instance.

• Use a different model: We can experiment with employing a new model that might
be more suited to the task if the one we are using isn’t performing as expected. A
non-linear model may produce superior results, for instance, if we are using a linear
model and the data is significantly non-linear.

• Use feature engineering: The quality and relevance of the input features can have a
significant impact on the model’s performance. we can try different feature engineer-
ing techniques, such as feature selection, dimensionality reduction, or creating new
features, to see if they improve the model’s F-score.

• Use class weights or imbalance handling techniques: The model might be biased in
favour of the class that is more prevalent if the classes in the dataset are unbalanced
(i.e., there are noticeably more cases of one class than the other). In certain circum-
stances, class weighting or imbalance handling strategies can aid in raising the model’s
F-score.
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Conclusion

In this research, we suggest an automated methodology for identifying and eliminating simi-
lar test cases by automatically analyzing and producing output. We go over various analysis
modules that have so far been used with our framework. The modules are capable of rec-
ommending improvements to the recommendations of similar test cases that already exist in
the test suite. Also, on average, our association rules can correctly recommend redundant
test steps most of the time per test case. Finally, we can identify similar test cases with high
performance using text embedding, text similarity, and clustering techniques. Our suggested
framework automatically analyzes test cases written in plain language using a creative and
effective method of fusing conventional and cutting-edge methodologies. The framework
is capable of offering practical advice, which was the significant challenge presented to us,
and taking into account the multiple recurrences of test cases in the software business (in
particular, the Testing industry).
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